
NCC compliant
NCC 2022 ready!

FyreBATT 
Fire Rated Batt Systems

What is FyreBATT?
• Tested for a range of modern services and 

FyreBATT is a 60mm thick mineral fibre Batt 
system used for fire stopping of service 
penetrations through fire rated walls and 
floors.  

• The mineral fibre core allows for easy cutting 
and fitting, with FyreFLEX sealant used to seal 
the perimeter and service penetrations. 

• Approved with Trafalgar’s TWrap insulation 
wrap system

• Fire tested for wall and floor penetrations 
with cable trays to AS1530.4-2014, meeting 
requirements of that national construction 
code (NCC)

Trafalgar FyreBATT’s are a coated 
mineral fibre batt, designed for use 
as a fire seal for service penetrations. 
Consisting of a high-density fibrous 
lamella core, sealed on both sides with 
a flexible fire rated ablative coating, 
FyreBATT’s offer a high fire protection, 
along with an effective smoke and 
acoustic seal.

• Lightweight

• Simple to cut and install

• Friction-fit system

• Environmentally safe

• Suitable for small and larger 
openings

• Tested with cable trays to AS1530.4-
2014

• For use in walls and floors

Key Features

Trades
Electricians Plumbers Passive Fire Professionals
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Trafalgar FyreBATT is a coated mineral fibre batt, designed for 
use as a fire seal for service penetrations. Consisting of a high-
density fibrous lamella core, sealed on both sides with a flexible 
fire rated ablative coating, FyreBATT’s offer a high fire protection, 
along with an effective smoke and acoustic seal.

FyreBATT’s are used to seal various service penetrations in fire 
rated walls or floors located in dry environments, providing a fire 
rating for up to 4 hours as required by the National Construction 
Code (NCC).

FyreBATT’s have been fire tested in numerous configurations 
and with a multitude of service penetration types to AS1530.4. 
FyreBATT is simple to cut and install, making them the ideal 
solution. Many systems require multiple layers of FyreBATT 
Batts to achieve the right level of performance. 

FyreBATT
Fire Rated Batt Systems

FyreBATT systems are suitable for:

• Cable tray penetrations

• Metal pipes (integrity only)

• Complex penetrations – FyreBATT’s can be cut to 
permanently seal around various services

• 2-hour plasterboard walls, and concrete floors

FyreBATT Batts are a permanent solution and no additional 
cuts can be made for additional services once electrical or data 
cables are installed, due to WH&S requirements. To allow for 
easy additional installation or removal of services, please refer 
to Trafalgar Group’s FyreBOX product manuals.

WARNING: FyreBATT systems are non-loadbearing. 

What is FyreBATT
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Item Number Description Min Order Qty Pallet QTY

FyreBATT 60mm Coated mineral fibre Batt 
60x600x1000 4 N/A

FyreBATT

Item Number Description Min Order Qty Pallet QTY

FyreFLEX 300W
FyreFLEX 300G

FyreFLEX Sealant Cartridge 300ml
White or Grey 20 1440

FyreFLEX 600W
FyreFLEX 600G

FyreFLEX Sealant Sausage 600ml
White or Grey 18 810

TWrap 300 300mm wide, 25mm thick blanket 7620mm long roll 24

TWrap 450 450mm wide, 25mm thick blanket 7620mm long roll 12

TWrap 600 600mm wide, 25mm thick blanket 7620mm long roll 12

Cable Tie SS 12 x 521 4.6mm wide x 521mm long 25 N/A

Cable Tie SS 12 x 910 4.6mm wide x 910mm long 25 N/A

Tape Foil tape, 95mm wide, 50m roll 1 N/A

FyreBATT System and Components 
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Compliance with the National Construction Code (NCC)

Under the building code, a Deemed to Satisfy (DTS) solution is one that satisfies the performance requirements set 
out in section C of volume one. Section C specifically deals with the fire protection of openings in fire barriers (i.e. 
service penetrations in fire rated walls and floors). 

Section C3.15 – Openings for Service Installations

Where any service penetrates a fire barrier that has a Fire Resistance Level (FRL) with respect to integrity and 
insulation, the installation should comply with the following tested systems:

A Fire Tested System – An identical prototype, installed in the same wall or floor system that has been tested/
approved to the fire testing standard AS1530.4 and AS4072.1 which has achieved an FRL of equal to or greater than 
that required by the fire barrier. 

For example, if the site has a -/120/120 plasterboard wall system with an electrical cable penetration, the product 
used to seal the cables must have been fire tested at an approved laboratory WITH electrical cables IN the same wall 
type AND tested for at least 120 minutes without failing the integrity or insulation criteria.

Compliance will only be achieved when the installation on site mirrors the tested 
system. Please refer to the ‘parent’ fire stopping system product manuals for 
specific installation instructions

FyreBATT 
Fire Rated Batt Systems

Formerly known as BCA

Test and Assessment Reports

Fire testing is a timely and expensive process, and it is impossible to test every single possible service configuration 
‘identically’ in a practical sense. 

Under the building code C3.15(a)(i)(B) a testing authority is permitted to write a formal assessment confirming 
the likely fire performance (FRL) of the penetration. The guidelines for what can and can’t be included in a formal 
assessment are outlined in AS4072.1.

The most recent FyreBATT fire test reports are FRT190392 and FRT190292 which were written by expert Fire Engineers 
from a NATA approved laboratory in accordance with AS1530.4-2014, and provides evidence of compliance under 
the current NCC, and are ready for NCC 2022 requirements. 
Testing is ongoing for FyreBATT to update older test data, and to continue to expand the range of tested systems into 
new wall types with a larger range of services.
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Installation
FyreBATT penetration systems will only be compliant if they are installed exactly how they have been 
tested, otherwise the FRL performance can’t be confirmed. It is important that the following installation 
instructions are followed closely.

Cut the FyreBATT using a sharp knife. Avoid 
using serrated edges which will damage the 
edge of the batts.

Step 3

Installation tips

The smaller the gaps between the FyreBATT and services the better, however you can leave 
5-15mm gaps around the cables on the cable tray, and FyreBATT when measuring and cutting. 
These will be filled with FyreFLEX sealant later. 

Ensure that the opening in the wall/floor is within 
the approved size range as per the below tables. 
If the wall is of plasterboard construction, the 
opening MUST be framed with stud and lined 
with  plasterboard as per the wall manufactures 
recommendations.

Measure the distances to locate the cable tray 
services from the edges of the penetration, and 
mark out the profile on the face of the FyreBATT 
to be cut. Make sure to allow 3-5mm on the 
measurements so that the FyreBATT will provide 
a tight friction fit around the services. Ensure that 
the FyreBATT will be cut into as smaller amount 
of sections as possible (for example, two halves is 
ideal). 
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Step 1 Step 2

Seal the edges of the FyreBATT and any cut edges, 
with FyreFLEX sealant. FyreFLEX can be applied to 
the edges of the batt easily with spatula. 

Step 4
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Installation

Installation tip
TWrap is required on both sides of a wall, however floors only need TWrap on the 
top side. 

Fit the FyreBATT pieces around the services, making sure they are friction fit and not going to fall out. 
Most applications will require 2x layers of 60mm FyreBATT, so when fitting the second layer ensure that 
the cuts in the two separate layers are offset (so that you don’t have two joints that will line up). Use 
offcuts of the batts infill material to pack out the gaps between the services. 

Step 5

Seal the resulting gaps around the services with 
FyreFLEX sealant, to the full depth of the batt(s), 
ensuring that lips of cable trays are sealed as 
well. 
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Step 6 Step 7

Wrap the services with TWrap for the required 
distance (refer to tables below) and strap in place 
with 4.6mm cable ties 50mm from each end, and 
then at 150mm centres in-between. Note that 
cable trays will require loose TWrap infill material 
to be packed around the cables for 300mm away 
from the penetration. More information on TWrap 
is provided on page 7.
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TWrap Installation: Cable Trays

Before wrapping, cable trays should be packed 
with loose TWrap infill material, for 300mm 
away from the pillows to fill any gaps in-between 
the cables as well as the cable tray lip.

Step 1: Pack

TWrap is then secured in place with 4.6mm 
wide steel cable ties 50mm from each edge, 
and at 150mm centres in between. 

Step 3: Strap

TW
rap IN
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Step 2: Wrap

TWrap should be wrapped around the services 
with a 50mm overlap. TWrap lengths are SERVICE 
SPECIFIC and are detailed in the tables below.

TWrap installation 

TWrap is a 25mm thick foil-faced, fire protection wrap that has been 
engineered to provide insulation performance on service penetrations as 
required by the National Construction Code (NCC) in modern construction 
and has been tested specifically with FyreBATT systems to AS1530.4-2014.  

TWrap’s aluminium foil, fiberglass-reinforced outer layer completely 
encapsulates the core and provides additional handling strength, protection 
from tearing and provides a high resistance to mould growth. 

The following sections detail installation requirements around different types 
of service penetrations.   
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FyreBATT Approvals Tables

Wall Penetrations

A
PPRO

VA
LS TA

BLE

Fire Barriers Services Service Size # of Batts TWrap 
length FRL

2-hour Plasterboard walls
(2x13mm FR plaster on 64mm 
stud, and concrete/masonry of 

the same thickness)
Up to 540x430mm opening size

Single cables
Three-core and

Earth, up to
180mm2*

2x 300mm -/120/120

Cable bundles 
up to 8x

Three-core and
Earth power, up to

16mm2*
2x 300mm -/120/120

Cable trays 300mm wide 2x 300mm -/120/120

Concrete/Masonry walls
(minimum 140mm thick)

Opening size up to 
1800x1000mm

Copper and 
steel pipe Up to DN150 2x N/A -/120/-

Cable and 
cable trays Cables as above 2x 300mm -/120/120

Concrete floors
(minimum 175mm)

Up to 600x300mm opening size

Single cables
Three-core and

Earth, up to
180mm2*

2x 450mm -/120/120

Cable bundles 
up to 8x

Three-core and
Earth power, up to

16mm2*
2x 450mm -/120/120

Comms cables 15mm OD * 2x 300mm -/120/90

Comms cables 15mm OD 2x N/A -/120/-

Cable trays 300mm wide 2x 450mm -/120/120

Copper and 
steel pipe Up to DN150 2x N/A -/120/-

Concrete floors
(minimum 150mm)

Up to 1000x300mm opening size

Blank (no 
services N/A 3x** N/A -/240/240

*Based off AS1530.4-2014 appendix D cable tray testing. 
**First two layers installed flush with the top face of the slab, the third layer to overlap the slab by at 
least 40mm.
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Q How do I install your batts?  

A 2x layers of FyreBATT should be friction fit around the services, sealed with FyreFLEX sealant and 
wrapped with TWrap where applicable. Refer to the above pages for specifics. 

Q Why do I need to use TWrap?  

A  TWrap prevents heat rise on the ‘non fire side’ of the fire barrier, by insulating the services. This is 
required to achieve -/120/120 rating.

Q Can I use FyreWrap instead of TWrap? 

A  Yes, FyreWrap 38mm can still be used, if it is installed at the correct length as specified for TWrap 
systems in the above tables. 

Q How do I achieve insulation performance on copper pipes with FyreBATT systems? 

A  Testing is still ongoing to approve TWrap for use in this application, so for now the insulation performance 
must be dealt with using NCC Spec C3.15 or waived a fire engineering report.   

FAQ?

FAQ


